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And up in the central highlands the many tribes of the
ancient people of the Arkades remained unsubdued. Here in
the early Iron Age there were no cities at all, except possibly
Orchomenos in the north ; and city-states never did develop,
except on the frontiers towards Elis and Sparta, where,
the better to resist the invaders' perpetual encroachments,
the populations of two groups, each of nine villages, came
together to follow the example of more civilized Greeks and
dwell together behind a wall.1 Thus Tegea, at least, achieved
a certain level of civilization in the seventh century, and
imported some eastern luxuries from Ionia. Mantineia,
as a city, seems to be later still; and Strabo believes that
when Homer's muster-roll names these places he refers in
every case not to a city but a region.2
Arkadians were subdued by the newcomers alike on
east, south-east, and west; on the east Kynouria, in the west
Triphylia—in the end ; and south of Tegea there had been
free Arkadians once in Aigytis, near the head-waters of the
Eurotas, and at Karyai,3 where the Spartans still in the fifth
century used to sacrifice the diabateria and take the omens
before crossing their frontier.4 The men of Tegea steeled
themselves to resist this advance.
The Arkadian herdmen and farmers at least had no such
class and race-division poisoning their society as their
wealthier and more up-to-date neighbours had; and they
have become a byword for pastoral innocence ; but theirs
was no idyllic peace in reality, A primitive people, " older
than the moon/'5 theirs was a hard land, a land whose surplus
population became great mercenary soldiers in later ages,
a land of great fighters ° and of hideous and terrible gods.7
Lastly, least of all the chief regions of the Peloponnese
was the coastal strip of Achaia, Legend made these Achaians
1 For Heraia, cf. the inscr. from Olympia, Tod, No. fl.
a Str. viii, 837.	» Photios, s,v. Kapvdreta.	* Thk, v, 55.
a Aristotle, in £ on Ap. RhocL ii, 264.   Cf. Atistoph., Clouds, 398, and S.
0 e.g. cf. Ephoros (frag. 97) in Ath. iv, 154 d ; cf. also the great number of
Arkadians named in Xenophon's Anabasis.
7 Cf, pp. 70 fit.

